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Title of the solution:

Challenge addressed:

Team name:

Challenge category:

Solution description Target group

Innovativeness  

Describe it in a tweet

Transferability

Context

Impact

Sustainability  

Team work  

Describe your solution in a short catchy way in maximum 280 
characters

What makes your solution different and original?
Can anything similar be found on themarket? How innovative is it?

Can your solution be used in other contexts?
What parts of it can be applied to other context?

What is your plan for the implementation of the solution and how 
do you see it in the mid- and long term?

Explain why you are the perfect team to develop this work and what 
are the competencies you all bring in so the solution is developed 
successfully. How well did you work as a team? 
Could you continue to work as a team in the future?

Who is the target group for your solution?
Who will this solution affect and how? 
How will they benefit?

What is the impact of your solution? How do you measure 
it?

Please describe your solution, its main elements and objectives as 
well as a brief implementation plan with some key overall 
milestones, resources required and eventual barriers foreseen. What 
is your final product/service/tool/activity? How could the solution be 
used to enhance digital education in the your challenge area? How 
could the successof the solution be measured? How will the solution 
provide benefits to the challenge owner?

What is the problem you are facing?
What is the challenge that you are solving?


	fill_3: HiveMind is a platform for teachers that unifies different tools and environments. Our platform consists of three parts: communication, teaching materials, and methodology.

The platform allows teachers to meet, share their concerns and success stories, and participate in teacher support groups.

From the methodology section, teachers can find instructional videos, a collection of tips, and training information.

Through our platform, teachers can search for teaching materials, provide feedback, and evaluate user-created content.
	fill_4: Our target group are educators of Estonia. We will start with teachers who teach estonian as a second language. Teachers will need community support and language help due to the transition of the teaching language from russian to estonian. 
	Context What is the problem you are facing What is the challenge that you are solving: We see a significant problem. At the moment, there is a lack of a support network for teachers of children who study estonian as a second language. There are a multitude of tools and environments, but for speed and effectiveness we should gather the information to a unified source.
	Impact What is the impact of your solution How do you measure it: Starting in the year 2024, we will begin the transition to the national Estonian study language. Our solution aims to assist teachers in coming together, fostering unity, and building a community collaboratively. We can measure it by the number of teachers that will join our cause.
	Describe it in a tweet Describe your solution in a short catchy way in maximum 280 characters: Empower education with HiveMind! 🌐 Unite teachers in a seamless platform - connect, share, and thrive! Access instructional videos, tips, and training resources. Let's revolutionize education together! 
	fill_2: Our solution aims to gather all of the different functions of already available teacher portals and give teachers the means to build an united community. There are some outdated portals that offered something similar - Koolielu which is not active any more and E-koolikott that doesn't allow users to communicate with each other. Our solution is unique.
	Transferability Can your solution be used in other contexts What parts of it can be applied to other context: We will start at a grassroot level with recruiting teachers to support groups where teachers who teach estonian as a second language can exchange experiences and provide emotional support for each other. In the future we will aim to involve all teachers in Estonia.
	Sustainability What is your plan for the implementation of the solution and how do you see it in the mid and long term: We already have a lot of connections in the teacher workforce of Estonia. Our members already own different teacher networks and we have the means to promote our cause. In the long term we hope to get financal and professional help from the Estonian government institutions. Estonia should be interested in ending the segregation of the current education system.
	Team work Explain why you are the perfect team to develop this work and what are the competencies you all bring in so the solution is developed successfully How well did you work as a team Could you continue to work as a team in the future: We are active teachers from Tallinn, Ida-Virumaa and Lääne-Virumaa. These geographical areas have a lot of schools with russian as the language of instrucion. We are already networking with our target groups - in Facebook we can as administrators promote our cause to approximately 6000 educators. We as former members of the Estonian Language Immersion Programme are used to do teamwork with other teachers. We could continue as a team in the future.    
	Texto1: HiveMind
	Texto2: Online Community For Teachers
	Texto3: ÕpiVaim
	Texto4: LangBridgeEDU: Transforming the Learning Experience in Estonian-Language Studies


